21. Pathophysiology of thermoregulation, fever, hypothermia

Thermoregulation of the human body
- constant body temperature is mainained throughout a wide range of temperature in the environment, provided there is normal function of body systems
- constant temperature is necessary for normal enzymatic reactions and metabolism

Body temperature
- differs in various locations:
- axillary								36.5°C
- oral								37.0°C
- rectal, vaginal (closest to body core temperature -)	37.5°C
also ear-drum infra-red measurement)

- circadian variations – minimaum temp. in the morning, max. in the late afternoon (accord. to metabolism - dependent on the level of glucocorticoids)
- influence of menstrual cycle, physical load
- basal temperature is measured immediately after waking-up
- comfortable temperature of the environment (no sweating, no thermogenesis) - 20 - 21°C in a dressed person, 28-30°C in a naked person

Thermoregulation
- thermoregulatory center (TRC) in hypothalamus reacts to the temperature of perfused blood and to signals from central and peripheral thermoreceptors
- increased activity of TRC causes vasoconstriction in periphery - ↓ release of heat
- sweating - evaporation (insensible perspiration) of water from skin → increased losses of heat - 1g = 0.58 kCal (up to 75% - dependent on air humidity), loss of water - up to 1l/hour (however, all of this volume cannot be evaporated)
- increased peripheral perfusion (via arterio-venous shunt closure)→ increased losses of heat via irradiation into environment - in the resting condition this represents the main loss of heat (45%)
- via respiratory system - loss of only 10% of heat
- increased glucocorticoids activate metabolic rate (production of heat in liver)
- thyroid gland hormones increase metabolism and temperature
- muscle shivering, chattering of the teeth (thermogenesis)
- brown fat in newborns - source of metabolic heat
- physical activity leads to high production of heat (mainly in non-effective motions in non-trained people)
- people with low cardio-vascular capacity have low capacity for thermoregulation - during vasodilation in the periphery they cannot sufficiently increase cardiac output and the resulting hypotension leads to syncope (collapse) (short unconsciousness due to hypoperfusion of the brain) - critical especially with simultaneous dehydration - thus old people should not be exposed to hot environment

Fever (in contrast to hyperthermia, this is a defense reaction of the body)
- increase of axillary temperature over 37.2°C, critical over ca 40°C
- non-specific information about either an inflammatory or a stress reaction (when in basal conditions, without physical activity or activation of metabolism)
- it is intentional resetting of TRC in hypothalamus - reaction to pyrogens probably through the action of prostaglandin E


Meaning of fever
- fever is a beneficial reaction because of liquidation of thermo-sensitive bacteria and viruses
- particularly in some viruses, it is the only possible reaction of the body for elimination of the infection (when viruses do not activate immune reaction) - thus it is not good when in any fever antipyretics are immediately applied (should be used only in temperatures over 39°C - mainly in small children at risk of febrile cramps)
- fever increases production of antibodies and phagocytosis 

Etiology
- exogenous pyrogens - infectious bodies (bacteria, viruses....), toxins, drugs
- endogenous pyrogens - inflammatory mediators, tumorous cells (released substances), injured tissues, substances from immune reactions (PGE2, IL-1, IL-6, TNF ...)

Phases of fever
- increase of temperature (incrementi) - characterized by vasoconstriction accompanied by shivering, feeling of cold, increased basal metabolism
- plateau (acme) - achieved temperature set by TRC
- decrease of temperature (decrementi) - elimination of heat from the body - vasodilation, sweating, feeling of heat

Patterns of fever
- intermittent fever - temperature comes to norm at last once in 24 hours
- remittent fever - oscillating increased temperature
- sustained or continuous - without variations
- recurrent (relapsing) - several days lasting periods with one or more days of normal temperature - e.g. in malaria

Differences in max. temperature according to age - highest fever children up to about 6 years, old people - even low fever can poin to a severe process

Consequences (manifestations) of fever
- heart rate increases by about 15 beats/min with temperature increase of 1°C - can be critical in old people with compensated heart failure (high mortality of old people in epidemic influenza) 
- very demanding of energy supply (it is necessary to ensure good nutrition in long-lasting febrile diseases to prevent catabolic state, despite low appetite (probably due to TNF release)
- quick development of dehydration - important supply of fluids - mainly in old people without expressed thirst
- constipation
- hyperventilation due to increased basal metabolism
- catabolism of proteins, hyperglycemia
- CNS hyperactivity (hallucinations) up to depression, sy of restless legs

Hyperthermia
- failure of thermoregulation
- heat stroke - core temperature over 40°C - unconsciousness
Etiology
- in sunburn
- prolonged exertion in hot environment
- dehydration, heart failure 
- drugs (increasing muscle tone and metabolism or influencing TR)
- peripheral heat dissipation can be impaired by antihistamines, atropine, trycyclic antidepressants, sympathomimetics - producing vasoconstriction
- hypersensitivity reaction to drugs
- neuroleptic malignant sy with tachycardia (30% mortality)
- malignant hyperthermia - autosomal-dominant disorder with uncontrolled skeletal muscle contractions (potentially fatal - temperature up to 43°C with rise of 1°C per 5 minutes) - caused by abnormal release of intracellular Ca from mitochondria and sarcoplasmatic reticulum - triggered by stress or general anesthesia
Manifestations (besides those described in fever)
- in extreme exogenous temperature danger of heat collapse (syncope) due to vasodilation (in people with low cardiovascular reserve)
- can cause pulmonary edema

Reactions in exposure to cold
- sudden exposure to cold causes first vasoconstriction (stress reaction - effect of catecholamines)
- signals from peripheral thermoreceptors relayed via TRC cause peripheral vasodilation to try to maintain the temperature of peripheral tissues → redness represents active hyperemia
- when blood temperature decreases, TRC makes peripheral vasoconstriction - preference of constant body core temperature - hypoperfusion in periphery leads to necrotic changes (in longer exposure to extreme cold, especially mainly in combination with high humidity) - "frost bite" (even in temperatures above zero)
- influence of alcohol - makes peripheral vasodilation → subjective feeling of warm, prevention of frost bite but increased loss of heat leads to hypothermia of body core → death - drunk people can die earlier in cold environment

Hypothermia
- core temperature below 35°C
Etiology
- low external temperature (with high humidity) + physical exhaustion
- sepsis
- intoxication - alcohol, barbiturates
- low basal metabolism (hypothyroidism)
- neurological disorders

Pathogenesis
- infectious diseases are more frequent after exposure to cold (tonsillitis, influenza, pneumonia etc.) because of impaired balance between pathogens and local immune reactivity - due to vasoconstriction (reaction to cold), there is lower supply of leukocytes, antibodies
- below 30°C loss of thermogenesis, ↓ HR, ↓ respiration, muscle rigidity, stupor, loss of reflexes, analgesia, hypoglycemia
- below 25°C cessation of breathing, cardiac arrest or ventricular fibrillation

Use in clinical medicine - hypothermia decreases metabolism and consumption of oxygen - thus it is used in surgery for prevention of irreversible tissue changes during ischemia



